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1.A customer receives the message shown below in their EMS logs. 
Tue Jun 27 18:34:18 CEST 
[netapp-ct1: cp_worker: wafl.cp.toolong:error]: Aggregate AG1_NTAP_PROD experienced a long CP. 
Tue Jun 27 18:37:10 CEST 
Which two data sources do you use to explain this message? (Choose two.) 
A. ONTAP System Manager 
B. Performance Archive 
C. Active IQ Unified Manager 
D. mgwd.log 
Answer: A,B 
Explanation: 
Reference: 
https://kb.netapp.com/Advice_and_Troubleshooting/Data_Storage_Software/ONTAP_OS/First_steps_tro
ubleshooting_wafl_exempt10%3A_wafl.cp.toolong%3Aerror 
 
2.Several clients are accessing an ONTAP SnapMirror DP destination volume. Some clients frequently 
access the newest SnapMirror volume data. Accessing this data is much slower when compared to clients 
that directly access data on the source. You use the wafl scan status command against the destination. 
What is a symptom of the problem in this scenario? 
A. blocks used summary update 
B. active bitmap rearrangement 
C. container block reclamation 
D. volume deswizzling 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
Reference: 
https://kb.netapp.com/Advice_and_Troubleshooting/Data_Storage_Software/ONTAP_OS/What_is_the_"
wafl_scan_status"_command%3F 
 
3.What is the consequence of a loss of connectivity between a Cloud Volumes ONTAP (CVO) instance and 
Cloud Manager for four or more days? 
A. The CVO instance sends an AutoSupport message. 
B. The CVO instance must be added back manually to Cloud Manager. 
C. Cloud Manager removes the CVO instance from its inventory. 
D. The CVO instance is stopped. 
Answer: C 
 
4.You want to use the supported method to upgrade the ONTAP version of a Cloud Volumes ONTAP 
instance from ONTAP 9.5 to ONTAP 9.6. 
In this scenario, which NetApp tool accomplishes this task? 
A. Cloud Manager 
B. Cloud Insights 
C. Active IQ Unified Manager 
D. ONTAP System Manager 
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Answer: D 
Explanation: 
Reference: 
https://docs.netapp.com/us-en/occm/task_updating_ontap_cloud.html#suspending-snapmirror-transfers 
 
5.A customer must store physical hard copies of transaction data off site to meet regulatory requirements. 
Which NetApp technology enables the customer to accomplish this task? 
A. SnapVault 
B. NDMP 
C. SVM DR 
D. FlexCache 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
Reference: 
https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1635994/html/GUID-74F9AB84-BF01-4F0F-9197-7C4D8C3F8
002.html 
 
 


